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1. Entrodaction and summary 
Consistent estimates of the spectral density function d(A) of fourth order, zero 
mean, mean square continuous, stationary processes X(t), --c~i< f <xl, have been 
studied extensively in the literature [2, 11, 16, 171. Given an observation of X over 
the interval [O, T], a nonparametric naive estimate of &(A) is the periodogram 
I’ 2 
emi"X(t)dt 
which is not a consistent estimate of $(A ), as TF-, m. However smoothing of the 
periodogram by a spectral window leads to a consistent estimate of #(A), whose 
precise asymptotic bias and covar;ance are known [-, 7 11, 16, 171. These processes 
?r’ i~vc in the complex case a spectral representation 
X(F) = 
I 
I’ 
eirh d[( A), --cc< t<cx;, (1.1) 
-- 3 
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where the process 5 has ortnogonal increments and 
Eid[(A)j’= (b(A) dh, 
and covariance function given by 
(1.2) 
I 
cc 
Covariance(X( t), X(s)) = ei”-s)h +(A) dh. (1.3) 
- .K 
In this paper we consider an important class of stationary processes which have 
the spectral representation (I .l), but whose second moments are infinite. Namely 
we consider strictly stationary complex symmetric a-stable (SaS) processes X, 
0 < LT c* 2, having the spectral representation (. 1.1) where S is an SaS process with 
independent increments and 
4 
{E/d& A )IP}‘*,‘p = Const(p, a)&(~ ) dh for all 0~ p < cr. ( 1.4) 
whcrc the constant depends only on p and cy (and not on 5) and #(A) is a nonnegative 
integrable function called the spectral density of .Y (Some properties of 5 are 
collected in Section 7B.) The integral in ( 1.1) is defined by means of convergence 
in probability or (cquivalentiy) in pth mean, 0 <PC.. LY, and the finite dimensional 
characteristic functions of X are given by 
\vhcrc ;,, -= r,, t is,,. c, = (~71) ’ j(y Ices 01” 410, C-7 =1 $3, 101, so that the spectral 
density (11 dcsr=ribc:; fully the distribution of the process X. When the index cy = 2, 
the prt,cc\s A’ is Gaussian, the function (I, appearing in ( 1.4) and ( 1.5) is the usual 
ptr\~~r \pcctral density, and the 5tandard spectral analysis of fourth-order processes 
dc+crihcd carlier is then applicable. When 0 < CY < 2, as we assume henceforth. the 
process X has finite moments of order only less than N. so that X is not even of 
second order. Its spectral density cf, does not represent a poiver spectral density in 
the usual sense. but it has been shown in [S] and [h] that in problems of linear 
prediction and filtering, it plays a role analogous to that played by the pou’cr spectral 
clensitv function of a second order proc’:\s. Rlorcover, when I c: CY c: 2, the co\rari- 
:riion of .Y( t) \vith XC .Y). introduced in [I+. 1.31, plays tn regression problems [ 1.1. 51 
;!nd in \;tmplc function properties [4] a role analogous to that of the covariilncc of 
;I second or-dcr procc+<. The covariation function of the SaS stationq process S 
under :~kdcratic~n hcrc (\vil h 1 -: CY <: 2) is given b) 
-1 
(‘~,\;ariaticlni,Y(t). S(s)) = 
f 
e”’ ‘IA&(A) d.4 il.61 
t 
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Our goal is to establish rzonpurumetric estimates for the spectral density 4(~) of 
the stationary stable process X and study their asymptotic statistical properties. 
Given an observation of X over the finite interval [-T, T], we form in Section 2 
the (real part of the) finite tapered Fourier transform 
I 
T 
dT(h)=AT Re e-“^h(t/T)X(t)dt. 
-7 
(1.7) 
This is an SaS process and asymptotically, as T -+ cc, it has independent values at 
distinct frequencies (Theorem 2.2) and characteristic function exd-c,lr)“&(A)}. 
This generalizes a result of Hosoya (Theorem 4.3 in [9] and Theorem 2.3 in [ 101) 
where the discrete-time case with no tapering is considered. Next it is natural to 
consider the periodogram 
j7-(A) = Constl&(A )/” (1.X) 
which unlortunately has infinite mean and whose smoothed version by means of a 
spectral window seems difficult to study. To circumvent hese difficulties we introduce 
in Section 3 the modified periodogram 
17.(A ) = Cp.#r(~ ,I” 
with 0 -=c p < a/2. This is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of {&(A)}“‘” (Theorem 
3.1) and its asymptotic variance is obtained (Theorem 3.2). The modified 
periodogram is not a consistent estimate of {d(A)}"'". However by smoothing it via 
a spectral window we obtain in Section 4 expressions for the mean (Theorem 4.1) 
and variance (Theorem 4.2) of the smoothed estimate 
from which follow its mean-square consistency as an estimate of {4(h j}p”r, along 
with rates of convergence (Theorem (4.3)). Finally, a consistent estimate of b(A) 
is obtained in Section 5 by 
and its convergence in probability to &(A). along with rates of convergence, is 
established (Theorem 5.1). A strongly consistent estimate, along with a rate of 
convergence, can be obtained for an appropriate subsequence (Theorem 5.2). All 
these results are obtained under approp$ate condrtions on the spectral density $(A ), 
listed at the end of this section, and on the data and spectral windows. Due to the 
method of proof, the rates of weak and strong convergence in Theorems 5.1 and 
5.2 do not reduce to those available in the Gaussian case Q = 2. It would therefore 
he desirable to obtain sharper rates and, more significantly, to investigate whether 
the standard pcriodogram (1.X), when smcj&hed via a spectral wind.ow, provides a 
consistent estimate of the spectral density. It would also be more natural to uze the 
finite Fourier !ransform itself ratiier than its real part (I .7); we have adopted the: 
latter because our analysis employs the identity (3.3), valid for real numbers. 
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In Section 6 it is pointed out that these results described above for complex 
processes are also valid for real processes under somewhat stronger conditions, and 
that in both cases observation of X over the one-sided interval [0, T], rather than 
the two-sided [-T, 7’1, may be used in estimating the spectral density. 
To the best of our knowledge the available literature deals with discrete-time 
stationary (finite order) autoregressive SaS processes and is concerned with the 
estimation of the autoregressive coefficients [l, 7,8,12,18]. These stationary SCIS 
processes are (infinite) moving averages of independent and identically distributed 
SnS random variables and thus, as shown in [6, Theorem 3.31, they form a class of 
discrete-time processes disrinct from the class of discrete-time analogs of the pro- 
cesses considered here, i.e. { X,,}‘zI -,I with 
I 
n 
x = e'"* dt(A), n-i), * 1,. . . 
7-l 
(for which, of course, the analogs of our result hold). 
Conditions on lhe spectral derisfty +(A). - 00 < h < m 
(,c#J 1) rb is bounded. 
1&2) cb is bounded and uniformly continuous. 
(c)3) & is continuously differentiable with bounded derivative. 
( d-8) d is twice continuously differentiable with bounded seconid derivative. 
2. Finite tapered transform 
In this section we develop the statistical properties of the real part of the finite 
tapered Fourier transform n,.(A) defined in (1.7i 
‘I 
d,(A) = A,- Re e I” Ir(r/TjX(t) df. (2.1) 
-1 
We first state the assumptions on the data window or taper: It(f) is a bounded 
cvcn function vanishing for jr/ > 1. Assuming that its Fourier transform 
I 
I 
fflA)= Ir( t) e--“’ dt 
I 
(2.2) 
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so that 
Some standard examples are 
h(t) = 1,-d. ,]W, 
ho) = (1 -lW-1, ,,(a H(A) = 
which, when u = 2, give rise to the usual Dirichlet and Fejer kernels. Throughout 
the paper we shall use various conditions on the rate of decay of H(A) as /A I-+ 00. 
These are stated below. 
Conditions on the data window 
(H) ]H(Aj~~Const/(l+h’)“‘2 for all A and some pal. 
(H’) (H) with /3>2/a. 
(H”) (H) mith p > 3/a. 
Note that when no tapering is used, h(t) = 1 _ I ,. ,,(t), condition (H) is satisfied 
with p = 1. Substituting the integral representation (1.1) for X(t) in (2.1) and 
interchanging the order of integration (cf. Theorem 4.6 in [5]) vve obtain 
dr(A j = A7. Re [:= {[Ii_ h($) e-if(h-‘c) d,) dt(u) 
J 
cc 
= A.r Re TH[T(A -u)]dt(u) 
- .r 
x 
=Re J &(A -u) de(u) = -,I,, J 
ix, 
WA -u) d&(u), (2.3) 
--CT. 
where (, = Re[(] L is an ScvS independent increments process with E exp(ir(,(B)} = 
exd-c,,Irl” j,, $} [S]. Tl IUS for each fixed T, the finite tapered transform d,,(A), 
- m < A < CM,, is an SaS process and we now find its asymptotic finite dimensional 
distributions as T-, W, which, once they exist, are by necessity SnS. The description 
of the asymptotic SaS univariate distribution of d,,.(h) is given in Theorem 2.1, and 
* Theorem 2.2 establishes asymptotic independence, both results include rates of 
convergence for the corresponding characteristic functions. 
Theorem 2.1. Let q5 be continuous at A. 
(i) If either 4 is bounded or ulM( u jl” + 0 as [MI-+ a, theft 
Eexdird?-(Aj}=exp{-c,,]r]“c;b(Aj}+o(l). 
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(ii) 7f Conditions (d3) and (H’) are satisfied then 
E exp(ir&(h)}=exp(-c,]r]“~(A)}fo f . 
0 
I-he following proposition is needed for the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 
dqdh j = 
J 
= )H,-(A - u)j”c$( u) du. (2.4) 
--,I 
(i) ff& isconrinuousath and either4 is bounded orulH(u)l” +O as IuI-*~, then 
I&,.(A)=b,(A)+o(l). 
(ii) If Corzditions (43 j md f H’) me satisfied, theri 
Proof. (i) When 4 is bounded the result follows by dominated convergence and 
when N[ Hi u)l” -+ 0 as lu! -+ w by the argument of Bochner’s theorem (see Theorem 
1 A in [ 1 S]). 
(ii) WC have x 
73,,7’[&(A)-&(A)]= J cjH( u)j” x I”, c+v(++A) dxdo 
and ;I% the integrand tends to c]H( tl)j”&‘(A) as T -+ ix‘ and is hounded absolutely 
by !/c,!J’]]~ c] IH( ,!I”, which is integrable over the indicated range, it follows by 
dominated convergence that x 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. From (7.1) we have 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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and using je-‘-- e-y(~l~-yyl for x, ya:O, we obtain 
JEe -e ird,: A) +‘“y d C&JaIeT(h)J. 
The results then follow from Proposition 2.1. 0 
We next consider the multidimensional case and we first study the convergence 
to zero of 
where r=(r,, . . ..r”). A =(h,,...,A,). 
Proposition 2.2. If A,, . . . , A,, are distinct points and Condition (H) is satisfied, then 
E-&, A) = 
O(ln Y’/ Ya-‘) for 0 < (Y C 1, 
o(l/ IF’) for l<a<2, 
where it is assumed ~$3 > 1 when 0 < a d 1. If in addition 4 is hounded (Condition 
(~$l)), then, for l<cr<2, 
~(1; A)==O(l/TP-“Lr). 
Propositrons 2.1 and 2.2 together imply that under the combined conditions 
and convergence rates are also provided. This generalizes Theorem 4.1 in [9] where 
the case of Dirichlet kernel is considered (and no rates are provided). 
Proof of PrOpOSitiOn 2.2. Let Ek = ( Ak - yr, Ak + yr), k = 1, . . . , n, where y7 iS SK% 
that Y,~- +0 as T ,-, 0~1. Then in (2.8) we split the integral of the first term into the 
integral over C.I,E,, and (LJ,E,)‘, and each of the integrals of the second term into 
the integrals over El, and Et to obtain 
(2.9) 
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Denote the first term by A and by B the remaining of (2.9). It is easily seen (using 
the c, inequality) that 
Each integral is bocr?.ded by suplI,,;-,,,. IH,( u)I”.J 4, and using (2.2) and Condition 
(H j we obtain 
(2.10a) 
Under (&I), each integral is bounded by lld,I.x, J IHT(u)]” du which gives II’/ -p 7 ,. 
cimilarly 
(2.1Ob) 
WC now consider the ‘erm A. Since HT(u) is continuous we have from (2.9j by 
the mean value theorem 
(2.11) 
where luk - hkl s y7: 
When 1 c’ u c-: 2, using the inequality in Theorem 7.1 (b) we have from (2.11). 
and by Condition (H) and the c, inequality 
Since cb is integrable, I,:; 4 = o( 1) as T-t a and when 4 is also bounded {or just 
locaily bounded on neighborhoods of Ak's) the integral is O( y7.). Hence 
iA\ s Const 
( 
I 
___ 
T rrfi I +7 
& o(l)=o(l/T@-‘) under(H), 
> 
(2.12) 
!A[ s Const + under (H) and (4 1). 
From (2.10) and (2.i2.1 we have under (H), 
~~h,nj=- 
Const 
T -P- :( Y_r)“” 
+o( l/P+‘) 
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and the choice (y,)-“’ = In T gives the result for 1 < (Y < 2. Similarly, under (H) 
and (dl) we have 
( YT E7(r,h)sConst - 1 TP-‘+ ( Trr>“P-’ > 
and the optimal choice of yr, yT = T-(‘-I’“), gives the result. 
When O< cy d 1, we have from the c, inequality : Ix+ yIa ---jxl”I s Iyl”, and thus 
from (2.11) we obtain 
and as j,,, 4 is o( 1) when & is integrable and 0( y,-) when 4 is bounded, we have 
I4 
Const 
+-----o(l) T”P-’ under (If), 
under (H) and (41: 
(2.13) 
It is now seen from (2.10) and (2.13) that the term R dominates and the result for 
0 < (Y d 1 follows by choosing ( y7-JeaP = In 7’. Cl 
We now establish the asymptotic independence of the tapered transform d-,-(A 1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 4 be continuous at the distinct points A,, . . . , A,,. Under Corldition 
(H) with (YP> 1, dr(A,), . . . , d7(A,,) are asymptotically independent SCYS variables 
and 
ETA E’ exp i f rkd-JAk) 
k=l k=l 
U1lder Conditions (4 l), ($3) and (H’), the diference EI- satisfies 
I 
1 
o ,T 0 fo:O<cu< 1, 
E’l= o(+)+O(TP!,,-> forl<cu<2. 
Proof. From (2.3) and (2.5) we obtain 
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so that 
Thus with E~(T, A) defined in (2.8) and q-(A) in (2.7) we obtain, using leWY -e-X] s 
;X--yl for X, yao, 
l&l s ca IET(r, A)I+ kt, Irkl"ie7-(Ak)l - 
The results then follow from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Cl 
The asymptotic independence of discrete-time finite untapered transforms (sine 
and cosine) has been established in Theorem 4.3 in [9]. 
3. A fractional-power periodogram 
In this section we study the statistical properties of the modified periodogram 
MA)=Cp,n]&(A)]p, O<p<a, (3.1) 
as a naive estimate for the fractional-power plc~ of the spectral density +(A), i.e. for 
f(A) = [4~~?1”‘“. (3.2) 
The normalization constant Cr.* is given by 
/’ =- DP 
-‘... Fp.(I(cII}P~“’ 
u here 
Dp= 
x I-cosu 
-1 Iul’+p 
du, O<p<2, 
Fp (, = 
I 
’ 1 - e /“!” 
I4 
,,,’ cfz.4, OqKcu. 
‘ 
N’c first &M that I, (A ) is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of f(h). 
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Theorem 3.1. Let 0 < p c CL Then 
1’ ‘OcI 
P/U 
H,(A) = l&(A - u)la+( u) du = &(A W’“. 
J -co 
Define 
Bias[lr(h)] = E17.(A)--f(h). 
(i) f’ 4 is continuous at A and Condition (4 1) or (H) is satisfied, then 
Bias[l&A)] = o(1). 
(ii) Under Conditions (43) and (H’), 
Bias[l,(h)] = o 
and the o( *) term is uniform in A. 
(iii) Under Conditions (43), (H’) and 4(A) f 0, 
Bias[l,( A )] = 
1 1 
{4(A)}‘-P/“’ T ’ 0 
Proof. Using the identity 
lxlp = DI,' I iTi 1 -cos(xu) I4 I+P du = Dil Re -,x, I 
‘T 1 _eiu.x 
- 
_-3; (u(I’.r d”, 
valid for all real x and 0 < p < 2, we obtain 
IT(A) = 
1 _eiud,(A) du 
(uj’+p 
and thus, by (2.5), 
&(A)=- 
1 ‘CC 1 _ e-C”lul”&,(A) 
Fp.ac:“x _= - JuJ’+~ 
du ={$,,-(A)}"'" 
since &(A ) > 0. Hence 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Bias [IT(~:,]={$,(~)}p’^ -{$(A)}+. 
Part (i) now follows from (i) of Proposition 2.1. Parts (ii) ant (,iG) foilow from (ii) 
of Proposition 2.1 and, respectively, the following inequalities where x, y 2 0 and 
r=p/cuE(O,l): I xr - y’l s (x - ylr and 
Jx'-y'J~~lx-y/(x~-1+y'-~). x,y>o, (3.6) 
of which the latter follows from xr - y’ = r 5; zlrV1 dti. q 
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The asymptotic variance of IT(A) is now shown to be proportional to f2(A) when 
+q?<CZa/2. 
Theorem 3.2. Let 0 < p < a / 2. Then 
Var[l,(A)] = VJWA )lzP’” 
where V,, = C& /CZp.a - 1, and under the same conditions as in Theorem 3.1, 
Var[IT(A)]- V,,f’(A) is o(l) under (i), 0(1/T2p’o) under (ii), and 
b&(A))- i*2p’00( l/ T) under (iii). 
Proof. From (3.1) and (3.3) we obtain 
= C~~,D;~F,p,,{c,~:r(A)}2p’” = C’,,,C& {&.(A ,}2p’o. 
Hence Var[ II (A )] = V,,,,{ I+!Q (A )}zp’“, and the results now follow as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 0 
Theorem 2.2 implies the asymptotic independence of the values of I,(A), -XI < 
A q: X, and we now derive the rate at which its covariance tends to zero, when 
0~ p< rrJ2. Even though this result per se is not used further on, its proof is 
included here because it is heavily used later on. 
Theorem 3.3. Lef I) < p < (~/2 and 4 be continuous at the distinct points A, and A?. 
lf&(A,) #()# 4(Az) and Conditions (41) and (H) ure satisfied then 
Cov[IT(A,),Ir(A~)]=O(l/T”) 
where 
i 
a/3--11 ifl<@<2, 
s= (1) if a/3 = 2, 
w2 if 2 < o& (3.7) 
aud the notation x = (.a) indicates that x < a but can take a value arbitrarily close 
lo u. 
Remark 3.1. When 4 vanishes at A,. the method of the proof of Theorem 3.3 is 
not applicable and a crude bound on the covariance of &(A,) and IT(AZ) can be 
obtained from Theorem 3.2 using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. For example, if 
&~A,)=0 or &fA,)=O then Cov[l,(h,), I,-(Azjl]=o(l) under ii) of Theorem 3.1, 
and=Ot IIT” “I tinder (ii) of Theorem 3.1. If t#~(h,)=&(A,)-0, then under (ii) 
of Thec)rcm 3.1. <‘ov[II(A,). I,-(hL7)]=O(I/T~~li’L). 
The following propc4tion is essential to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
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Proposition 3.1. Define 
A(A) = 
I 
cm IH(u)1”‘*1H[A - .)I”” du. 
--ocI 
13 
(3.8) 
Then under Condition (H), 
A(AjS 
Const 
( i + h 2)S/2 
where s is given in (3.7). 
Proof. As A(A) is the convolution of L2 functions, it is bounded and uniformly 
continuous and we establish its rate of decay as IAl + a. Since A(A) is even, assume 
A + ~0 and split the range of integration in (3.8) as follows: 
A(A)=I_*:f2+S:::~+~~~~2+~~~,~~J,+~2+J~. 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (H) we have 
IJ_I J 3d 
lulr-A/2 
lH(u)l” du +$+. 
When cup # 2, using (H) we obtain 
IJ,+J+ 
Const 
[l +(A/2)2]*p’” d” 
and for large A, 
we finally have 
Vie thus have 
and the result follows. When cup - 2, in evaluating the integral in (3.9) we obtain 
ln(A/2) so that the bound on J,i-J,, as well as on A(A), becomes Constfln A)/A 
which is smaller than Const A -r for all 0 < r < 1. C7 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By (3.4) and (3.5) WC have 
I,, (A) - EIT( A) = F;,‘,,L.,~‘~~ 
--K 
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and thus 
= @;%/a E fi cos ukdT(hk) 
k=l 
L k z- I 
For simplicity we denote this 
co4 x + y ) + cost x - y ) we obtain 
2 
E r] cos U&h&) 
k 71 
covariance by C(h,, AZ). From 2~0s x cos y= 
and substituting in the expression for 
-II~ in the second term, we have 
.W 
C(h,, A,), and changing the variable u2 to 
(‘(A,, A,) = Fp,~,~,'"i" IS {e 
where 
w1 that 
“. 
/C(A,, A,)1 6 Const JJ 
(3.10) 
(‘3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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and using the inequality in Theorem 7.1(a), it follows that 
(3.14) 
Also from (3.11) and (3.14), 
=-~‘a j, b/?{ddAd+o(UL (3.15) 
since &.(A)=4(A)+o(I) (cf. Theorem 3.1) and A[T(A,-A,)]==o(l) (cf. Proposi- 
tion 3.1). Using (3.14) and (3.15) in (3.13) we have 
]C(A,,A2)/~ConstA[T(h,-A,)]fi, I:.‘-‘~~~~,~~1:‘:~du*. 
If 4(A,) #0# &(A,) then for large enough T the terms &(Ak)+o(l) are positive 
and thus 
lC(A,, AdI s 
Const 
{4(A,)4(A2)}l/2-“/” A[T(Al-A2)] (3.16) 
and the result follows from Proposition 3.1. Cl 
4. Consistent estimate of { +(A )}“‘” 
While the modified periodogram I,(A) is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of 
@(A))“‘“, it is not a mean-square consistent estimate as seen from its variance 
expression (Theorem 3.2). By smoothing IT(A) via appropriate spectral window>s 
we obtain in this section consistent estimates of f(A) =(4(A)}““* with p < cu/2. We 
set 
‘-=’ f.J A ) = 
L 
W,,.{A -c&(u) du (4.1) 
where the spectral window is generated as follow,: Let W(A) be an even, nonnega- 
tive, continuous function vanishing for I A! > i, such that 
I 
W(A) dA = !. 
-1 
The spectral window Wr(A ) is defined by 
W,(A) = M,-W(M,A) (4.2) 
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where Mr satisfies 
M,.-*m and MT/T-,0 as T+oo. (4.3) 
The bandwidth of the spectral window is then proportional to 1/M7: 
We first show that the smoothed modified periodogram f&h) is an asymptotically 
unbiased estimator of f(h), where 0 -=I p < cy. 
Theorem 4.1. Ler O<p<a and Bias[fT(A)]= Ef7.(A)-f(A). 
(i) Under’ Condition (&2), 
Bias[fr.(h)] = o( 1) 
and the term o( *) is uniform in A. 
(ii) Under Conditions (43) and (H’), 
Bias[fdA )I = 0 
und the term O( - ) is uniform in A. If furthermore 4( A j # 0, then 
and the term O( . 1 is uniform m A. 
(iii) ilnder Conditions (&I), (N”) and @(A) f 0, 
Bias[f, (A )] = 
1 
(#(A)}’ -f”‘@ o hi;. ’ (-) 
We remark that without dropping the assumption of positivity on the spectral 
window, the rate M+’ cannot be improved by assuming additional smoothness for 
the snectral density 4 (beyond twice differentiability). 
Proof. From (4.1) and Theorem 3.1 we have 
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Using (2.4) we obtain 
-4(A)=B,’ 
(4.5) 
It follows that under (42), 
> 
- &(A)+0 uniformly in Iuj =G 1 (4.6) 
establishing the result in (i). Under (~$3), 
and using (H’), we have from (4.5), 
(4.7) 
and the first part of (ii) follows from (4.4). Using the inequality (3.6) we find 
by (4.7) where the O(a) is uniform in A and IuI s 1. The second part of (ii) nG*# 
follows from (4.4). Using y’ - xr - J( y - x)/x’ -’ a5 y + x # 0, 0 < r < 1, we obtain 
uniformly in u, when u belongs to 3 compact interval. It follows that 
Rias[ fI-( A )] -A@-- I’, W(u)[ &,( A-&) +Ai] du. {&(A)}’ f’:‘” 
(4.8) 
From (3.5) we have 
(4.9) 
(4.10) = -#‘(A) -$+O 
7 
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since H is symmetric and the second term in (4.9) is bounded by 
uniformly in A and ]u] 5 1 under (I-f”). By (4.8) and (4.10), since W is symmetric, 
we obtain 
Bias[fdh >I -- 
1 
(d(h)}‘-Pln O ;: H 
which gives Part (iii). Cl 
We now show that the variance of the smoothed modified periodogram tends to 
zero. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 0 <p < a/2. If 4(A) # 0 a.~n Conditions (42) and (H) are 
J atisfied, then 
Var[f,-(h)]aConstf’(A)(M,/T)’ 
where 
i(cUj3-1).. 
- I r= l- if 1 <#Q2, if 2 < IX/~. 
Remark 4.1. When ~$3 > 2 the convergence rate (A&/ TY, r < 1, can be 
strengthened to (MT/T) In( T/MT) as seen from the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 4.2. When +(A) = 0, the method of proof of Theorem 4.2 is not applicable 
and a c&e bound c:: I’; ydr[fr(A 11 can be obtaintd from (4.14): 
by the C.auchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 3.2. Now using (4.6) and (4.7) in 
the bias analysis of Theorem 4.1 (where we can set MT = 77 we find that under 
(‘onditions (42) and (H) we have Var[fr-(h)]=o( 1) and under Conditions (43) 
and t H’l. Var[f,-i A )] = O( l/ TzP”’ j. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 makes use of the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.1. If 4 is continuom ut A, Conditions (4 1) and (If) are satisfied, and 
GT( u) = T1’2 WT(Z’-- u)lH,(u)(“” du, 
thert 
1 4) 
7 
I 
4(h -u)Gc(v) du<Const 4(A)(&/T)“ _ 
ilt 
where Y=(+-l)_ for l<a/3~2 and v=l for+>2. 
Proof. Dropping T in MT throughout, we have by (2.2) and (4.2), 
(4.11) 
and 
+v)Gf(C)du=--M T I_; +( A -;)G$(U) du. (4.12) 
We first consider the case a/3 > 2, i.e. (H’) is satisfied. Since [If (v)l”‘2 E L1 and 
W is bounded and continuous we have from (4.11) by dominated convergence 
Hence the integrand in (4.12) tends to B12’{j ~H~“‘2}2W2(~)#(h) and if we show 
that it is bounded by an integrable function, independent of T, then by dominated 
convergence we will have from (4.12), 
establishing the result. Since 4 is bounded it suffices to show that G”,(U) is bounded 
by an integrable function. It is clear from (4.11) that it is uniformly bounded in T 
since for all T and U, 
&(~)a B,“‘(sup W) lH(u)l”“dv<m. 
I 
Next, using the support of W we have from (4.11) and (H) 
(4.13) 
T ’ I du ~“““% -1 {l+[T(u-u)/M]‘}““‘” 
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so that for large It’/, 
Const T/M M 
( > 
rrp/z- 1 1 Const 
G.‘(U)~{I+!T(lx!_1),M]2~~~/J~const -i=- pG,tr,UPlz. 
(4.14) 
Thus by (4.13) and (4.14), G+(v) ~Const(l+ u’)-~“~ which is integrable since 
cyp>2. 
The case 1 < (YP Q 2 is handled similarly, except that instead of using (4.8) directly, 
we first apply Hiilder’s inequality, with 4 > 1, 
where 
T\ 2’c! 
- 
M) 
(4.1,) 
(4.16) 
jH( c)/~“‘~ E L, so that by dominated convergence and (4.1 S), 
Also. K, (~1 can be shown to be bounded for all T by an integrable function, by 
an argument similar to that used for Gr(o), 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. By (4.1) we have, putting C(u, u) =Cov[Z,(u), Z,( II)], 
03 
Var!fdh )I = 
II 
W&i -u,) W,(h -u&I+,, u,) du, du, 
--co 
1 
= JJ W(x,)W(x*)C ,A- > dx, dx, 
-1 
= JJ + JJ QJ,+J, (4.17) 
IX,-X21K*, Ix,--xsI’F., 
where ET + 0 as T + co. For the term J,, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
uniformly in (x.1 d 1 (as in the proof of Theorem 4.1(i)), we obtain 
lJ,l aConst{4(A)}““‘” W(x,) Wjxz) dx, dxz s Const f’( A ) P.~. 
/X,-X,/c--F, 
(J.lr() 
For the term .I2 we bound the covariance C( A - x1/M7; A - x2/ MT.) 2 C( A I. A2 1 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 by (3.13) with a, b given in (3.1 I). We now use. 
just as in (3.14), 
to write 
1 _I71 S Const dx, dxz W(x,: W(x,)Or.(A, XI, x2! 
,x,-1$ ‘F, 
X e JJ --,h--lu -hII du, du, lw4 1-p rr!2’ 
Now the inner double integral is shown to be bounded for large T uniformly in 
Ix~I d 1, provided T&T/MT + a, and &(A) f 0, just as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
using the observations that 
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which follows from (4.19) and Proposition 3.1 since 
0.A ~1, ~2) d (sup 4)A [$“‘-““I d 
Const 
{I+[T(x,-X,)/M12}“‘“’ 
(ii) &-(A -xk/MT)+ 4(A) uniformly in ]xk] d 1 (as in the proof of Theorem 
4.11 (i)). Thus 
1 
JJzIQ 
Const 
{q5(h))‘-2”‘c1 JJ dx, d+ Wb,) Wx,KMA, xl, ~2) -1 
and as the double integral equals, by (4.19), 
it follows hy Proposition 4.1 that 
1./J c Chlst( qb( A )pi~* (M,~/T)“=Const fZ(A)(M,/T)“. (4.20) 
From (4.17). (4.18) and (3.20) we have 
Var[f,-(A)]~Constf2(A){F7 +(M7./T)“). 
When IY~ 1-s 2 the rate is pr + M-, / T and as TF,-/‘iVt- + x we cm choose c7. = 
( 31, / Ti In( T/:%4,, ) so that 
Var[f,-(A)]~Constf’(A)(M~/ T) In(T/MI,). 
The mean square consistency of f-r.(A ) as an estimator for f( A 1 follows from 
‘Ihcc,brcms 4.1 and 4.2. via the relationship 
51S~[~f,(h))=LS(f,~~(A)--f!A)}~=Bias~[fl-(A)]+Var[~I~(A)]. 
WC \tatc bclou the mean square convergence rate of f-,.{ A1 when an optimal choice 
c:i the bandwidth parameter _Vfr is selected. 
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Under ($3) and (H’), 
MWf~0 )I = 
if @(A)#0 and M,,= T”“, 
if @(A) f 0 and M7’= T. 
Under (44) and (H”), 
if @(A)#0 and MT= T115. 
These results follow immediately from Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and Remarks 4.1, 4.2 
(in case & vanishes at A, the choice M7. = T is legitimate as can be seen from 
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2). 
I 
5. Consistent estimate of the spectral density ~#D(A ) 
We now show that 
&-(A) = if& )I”!’ (5.1) 
is a consistent estimator of the spectral density 4(A) when 0 <p c: a/2. fr,(h) is 
defined in (J.l), and the bandwidth parameter MT is chosen as in Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 5.1. Lei 0 < p < a/2. Then 
a,,j4,-(h ) - C#I( A)} + 0 in probability 
under the conditions and with the tlalues of a, 
Table 1 
spec$ed in Table I. 
Conditions 
or 
-.- - -_--__- -- 
I$( A 1 f 0 dJ(h)=O 
tinder (cb2) and (If) 1 1 
Cinder i43) and (H’) 7““/ln 7 p “/In 7 
L!ndcr l d-l) and ( H”) ?‘.’ ‘/In 7‘ 7-1’ ‘1 /In T 
___ _._______~__.______.._ _ ._~_._.-._.__--__---. - 
Note that the smoother +(A) is the faster tile rate of convergence in probability; 
however, when no data tapering is used (Condition (H) with /3 = 1) no convergence 
rate is available yet. This is in contrast to the standard spectral estimation of fourth 
order processes where specific convergence rates are available even when no tapering 
isu:;ed:Forexample,whend,(h)>Oistwicedifferentiable(cDI4),the biasisO(l/M.?7 ) 
and the variance is O( M,/ T’: so that the mean square error is 0( l/ TJ”) which 
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gives convergence in probability rate of uT = T*‘“/In T. While this rate is identical 
to the one given in Theorem 5,l for stationary stable processes under Condition 
(44). we had to introduce tapering (Condition (I-I”)) to achieve such a rate. 
Proof. Using the inequality 
(5.2) 
with q = cu/p> 2 and x, y ~0 we obtain from (5.1), omitting A, 
I& - 41-s; lfr-fl (fT’ +fq-V. (5.3) 
By Theorem 4.3, (ft. ’ +fq~-’ ) + 2fq- ’ in probability as T + 00. Also, E( fr -f)’ s 
C’onst/ ti( T), for 0(T) given in Theorem 4.3, so that for every E > 0, 
which tends to zero as T+ a provided a;-/e( T) -0. With the choice of a( 77 
indicated in the statement of the theorem, the result follows from (5.3). Cl 
We finally remark that by speeding up the 
i.e. by considering subsequences of +$-(A ), 
estimators of 4(h 1. In Theorem 5.2 we give 
Gmplest estimator of this type (where the 
Theorem 3.3). 
stretch of the sample function used, 
we can obtain strongly consistent 
the rate of a.s. convergence for the 
bandwidth parameter MT. is as in 
Theorem 52. Assume thuf the taper h(t) is continuous on [-1, 11, 0 < p < cr/2, and 
lef IF= T’ wifh y =Z 1. Then 
f” In ?{df(A I - d(A )} + 0 with prububilit~ one 
mder the conditions and the values of S specified in Table 2. the permissible values 
of he speed up yurumeter y it1 each case are those for which the irzdicatec! values qf 
f ure positive. 
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Proof. It followsfrominequality (5.3) that ?]ff-f] + 0 as. implies ?/ST- 4]+ 0 
a.s.; it suffices therefore to establish the former. It is seen from (2.1), (3.1), (4.1) 
and the assumptions of the theorem that for fixed A, f?(A) is a.s. continuous in T. 
Thus the process Y,, 0 ‘5 T s 1, defined for fixed A by 
Y, =f1,q (A), o< TQ 1, Y,=f(A), 
is a.s. continuous on (0, 11, hence separable. Using E(fT -f)2~ Const/8( T), with 
e(T) = T’/(ln T)“(cf. Theorem 4.3), we have for 7~ (0, l] and E(T)>O, 
If I,,, E(T)T-~ dT<cc and I,,, q(r)~-* dT<a, it then follows by Kolmogorov’s 
theorem (see [ 141, p. 97) that Y has a.s. continuous paths on [0, l] and that in fact 
where Z is a strictly positive random variable. Taking 
~(~)=~~{bln(l/~)+2}/ln’(l/~j, b>$ 
we have 
I r1w7- ’ d7 < Const I ’ IW/N+“1d7<m 2(l+h)-yr Oi o+ 7 
for all m = 0, 1, . . . provided 0 < b < ( yr - 1 j/2. Then I Y, - Yo( d Const Th/ln’( 1 /T) 
for0<r<ZandT-hln(1/7)IY,-Yo( --f 0 as. as T * 0. Thus Th In TI f f - fl + 0 a.s. 
as T-+ce and the result follows with 6 = b/y < (yr- 1)/2y, i.e. S= 
[(r- y_‘)/2]_. 0 
6. Real processes and one-sided observations 
The case where the process X is real requires a few modifications. X has the 
spectral representation 
I 
.x 
Y( 1) = Re eifh dt( A ) 
-- 1s 
(where as before 5 has complex SaS independent increments) finite dimensional 
characteristic functions 
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and covariation function given by 
I 
cc 
Covariation (X(t), X(S)) = cyc, Re ei(‘--“A&(jh) dh 
-- ,1‘ 
(6.2) 
when 1 < cy s 2 (see Theorem 7.2(v)). The unpleasant constant arc, appears only 
because we chose in (6.1) the same scaling for 4 as in the complex case (1.5), and 
would readily disappear had we resealed C$ by choosing c = (Y-’ in (6.1). It is clear 
from (6.1) that 4 is an even function (its odd part, if any, does not contribute to 
the integral in (6.1)). In this case we use the finite tapered cosine transform 
I 
‘3c 
d&)=Q(A)A, h(t/T)X(t) cos(ht) dt 
-- 1 
where O(A) = 2’ 1/r’ for A # 0 and = 1 for A =O. By a calculation similar to that 
leading to (2.3) we find 
1. 
d,;A)=sQ(;ij (HT.(~-~)+HT(-A-u)}~~,(I~~, 
J-x 
acd by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 (see statement 
for A # 0, 
following Proposition 2.2) we have 
r. 
IH.,.(A - 10 
- li 
(6.3) 
= exp(-c,, Irl”&( A )} 
ivith convergence rates provided there. The same result for A = 0 follows from 
Proposition 2.1. All subsequent results remain valid with either identical rates of 
convergence under somewhat modified conditions, or sometimes slower rates of 
convergence under the same conditions. Because of the modified form (6.3) of the 
characteristic function nf d,.(~ ) (instead of (2.6)11. Proposition 2.2 is usf:d along 
\\ith Proposition 2.1 resulting in changes in Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.1 whereas 
I’ht:orcm~ 3.3 and 4.2 remain unchanged. The r~sultingconvergenct‘ rate in ‘Th~owm 
4.3 under C‘onditi<.ns (d13). (l-l’) and &( .\) # 0. becomes with !WI = T’ ‘. 
in the w_~~nd c;wz, \vhcn /3 :a: (rather than rnwzly /.? >?/a ), In T/T’ ’ becomes 
the domimtnt term and thus the rate of converge’nce remains equal to that of the 
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complex case. If in addition Condition (#l) is satisfied, then the te.rm T-2’P-‘) in 
the second case becomes T-2(P-“U) and In T/ T2” becomes the dominant term, so 
that with this additional condition the mean square convergence rate for real 
processes is identical to that for complex processes. As a consequence the weak 
and strong convergence rates for &(A) remain the same as in the complex case 
under the additional Condition (41), whereas without (41) the rates change only 
when lS<cy<Z and 2/a<p<$ 
In practice it is more common to have observations of X over the one-sided 
interval [0, T], in which case the estimate &(A) is modified as follows. When the 
process X is complex we form 
T a2 
dT(h)= AT Re I c-“*h(t/T)X(t) dr =Re I KTCA - u) d5Cu) 0 --(I 
and when X is real 
I 
7 
IT= Q(h)AT h(t/ T)X(tj COS(~Z) dt 
0 
r 
=:0(h) Re 8 :, {&(A - Z4) + &(-A - u)} d&(u) i --3c 
where 
K(A)= h(t) e -A’ dt 
and K,, is defined from K just as H.,. from H in (2.2). While H7 is real and even. 
KI- is complex and lK,-I is even. The analysis goes through similarly in both cases, 
and the resulting rates are likewise sometimes different. 
7. Appendix 
A. Tlvo useful inequalities 
The following inequalities proved useful in earlier sections. 
Theorem 7.1. (a) For all real s, y and 0 =c cx s 2, 
1 (s + y/‘” - 1x.I” - ;yj”/ s 2jxyl”J2 
and thus 
/ 1.x + yy -/x/y =s /pl” + 2/xyl”“. 
(b) When 1 s a s 2. for all x, y 4 0, 
(s+Jy': s A-"-t y"+ax" 'y 
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and thus for all real x, y, 
I Ix+yl” -MaI s IYI” +4$%l. 
Proof. (a) It suffices to show 
I l1+4” -1-Irl*j~21t(*‘2 
and as this inequality remains unchanged by replacing t by t-l, it suffices to show 
itforJtJ~l.ForO~t~l,itiswritten,when l~cr~2as(l+t)*-l-t”~2t”‘~or 
(1 +r)“a(l.+t a’2)2 and follows from (1 + I)“‘~ s 1 + t < 1 + t”‘2; and when 0 -=z cy d 1 
as I -t 1” - (1 + t)” s 2t”” or(1 - t”‘2)2 s ( 1 + t)” which is clearly valid. For - 1 d t d 0, 
putting s = --TV [0, l] the inequality is written as 1 +s* -(l-s)” Q 2s”‘” or 
(1-s”“)2~(1-~)n whichfollowsfrom 1-s”‘2~l-s~(l-s)~‘2. 
(b) It is easily seen that it suffices to show 
(l+t)“G l+t”+& for Oatal. 
For 0’ I 5 I we have the Taylor series 
(Ift)“=l+al+ 
(Y(cy--1) cu(cu - l)((Y -2.1 
2 
t’+ 
3! 
I- t” + . . . 
Since 1 s u 5 2 the terms beyond the third one have alternating signs and decreasing 
magnitude so that 
B. Certain pmperties of the SnS process 5 
Here we collect certain properties of the complex SaS independent increments 
process 6 = 5, + i& appearing in the spectral representation ( 1.1) of X. X defined 
by (1.1) is strictly stationary (as was assumed) if and only if 6 has isotropic or 
rotationally invariant increments, i.e. the distribution of the process of increments 
e“’ d&A ). - ,W < A < W, does not depend on the rotation 0 [3,1 I)]. Thus, throughout 
this section 5 is a complex SlvS process with independent and isotropic increments. 
In the Gaussian case LY = 2 the real and imaginary parts 5, and & are independent 
iuncorrelated in the more general second order case) satisfying E(d&(A>)‘= 
i&(h) dA and (1.2). When 0 c ix c 2 we h;?ve the following properties. 
Theorem 7.2. Ii) When 1 < (Y < 2, tl(A), and &(B) have zero cocariation for all 
Bore1 sets .4 md fl. 
(ii) For disjoint Bore1 sets A and B, &(A) and <L(E!) me independent. 
t iii 1 .For m?ry Bore1 set A. 
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where 2 indicates equality in distribution, R is positive cy/2 stable with E exp( - uR ) = 
exp(-u”‘*), u > 0, Z, and Z2 are standard normal and R, Z,, Z2 are independent, 
(iv) For 0 < p < (Y and k = 1,2, we have 
(v) (6.2) is satisfied. 
Proof. In accordance with (1.5), the characteristic function of the integral If dt 
with f=f,+if?EL,(cb) is given by 
(see [3, IO]). We thus have 
i* 
E exp(i[s&(A)+ t&(WI) =exp 
I J.-s.. 
-c,, (AA+ tzlB)Lr’2@ 
I 
. 
(ij We have from (7.2) and [5], (with the adjusted definition), 
Covariation( 5, (A), &(B)) 
= -t In E exp{i[r&(A) +&(Bj])(,z,, 
(ii) When A n B f Ib, (7.1) is written as 
Eexpji[rg,(aj+rC,~~j~}=exp{-c,[lr~ J A ++w 5,,i) I 
(7.1) 
and thus &(A), &( 5) are independent. 
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(iii) Since for all s and t we have 
= E exp-NsSt(A) +tS2W11 
the result follows. 
(iv) is established using (iii). For instance, 
E',$(A)j" =E[&A)+&(A)]"'" 
(J) 
plcr 
= 21": c, c$ E(RP”)E(Z; +Z;)p’z 
A 
21'!1 c,, 4 
(5) 
I”” 2Wp/a) pI’(p/ 2) = -~ 
A &(-p/2) 2'-p" 
2qJl‘(p/2)r(-pi’a) 1 Pl” = 
d-y/2) (I, 
cc.. Q . 
A 
(v) Lye have from (7.2) and [S], 
(‘ovririation(X~t), X(S)) 
= -5 In E exfli[rX( t) + X( s)])/r.=,, 
= C‘, - ir I _I Ire’” +e’““I”4(A)dhI,,,, a 
d ’ 
= c,,- 
I dr , 
[r’+1+2rcos!r-s~A]“‘~d,(A)dAl,i,, 
I 
= UC,, 
I 
cos[(r-s)A]q%A)dA r; 
1 
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